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Abstract

Behavior cloning (BC) techniques that combine self-play
capabilities with imitation learning from experts to refine
self-play models have shown performance improvement in
robotics simulation domains. In this paper, we investigate the
performance of this technique on Real-time strategy game
tasks. One challenge with this approach is the training time
of agents and real-time adaptation to opponent strategies.
We present a framework BeClone for training agents in two
phases. The first phase uses behavior cloning (BC) to learn
base policies. The second phase uses an advantage actor-critic
(A2C) reinforcement learning algorithm to adapt base strate-
gies through self-play to explore the action space. We demon-
strate the success of the BeClone framework on the microRTS
domain through the comparison of the performance of the
agents against the baseline A2C agent proposed by Huang
and Ontanon. Our results on the resource gathering bench-
mark show improvement in agent performance both in terms
of rewards and training time.

Introduction
Modern video games provide researchers with a complex
and diverse environment to develop and test agent mod-
els and algorithms. Real-time strategy (RTS) games have
been an important genre of games for current AI researchers
due to characteristics like partial-observability, simultaneous
play, and reasoning across multiple competencies. Unlike
in turn-based games like Chess or Go, the time to take ac-
tion is an important factor in building successful agents. Re-
inforcement learning algorithms that have been successful
in developing agents for turn-based games face challenges
in RTS domains. Partial observability of the game world
also increases complexity of agent models because strate-
gies learned during limited self-play simulations are not suf-
ficient in real-time reactions to opponent strategies. These
challenges for RTS games have been well-documented in
recent years [14].

To overcome these challenges, a combination of heuristic
search and action policy learning algorithms have been uti-
lized. Heuristic search algorithms have an authoring bottle-
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neck in terms of fine tuning heuristics and definitions of ac-
tion operators for planning algorithms. Portfolio search ap-
proach [8, 7] that utilizes an ensemble of heuristics to deter-
mine best actions has shown promise in search-based meth-
ods for RTS agent modeling. There has been initial work
in addressing the authoring bottleneck of search-based algo-
rithms in RTS games by learning hierarchical task network
like structures [17]. This paper will focus on reinforcement
learning, specifically deep reinforcement learning models
that have been recently utilized to model various competen-
cies in RTS game playing agents [10, 20]. For RL algorithms
in this domain, two hurdles have been sparse rewards and ex-
ploring undesirable or sub-optimal states. RL algorithms for
RTS agents need efficient representations and directed ex-
ploration algorithm to improve performance [20, 12]. This
paper describes a two phase framework that utilizes imi-
tation learning, specifically behavior cloning, to guide the
agent towards a desirable base policy by observing of ex-
pert game replays and, in the second phase, the agent uti-
lizes the advantage actor-critic (A2C) framework to learn
adaptations to the base policy to maximize rewards through
self-play. Alone, pure imitation learning can only perform
as well as the experts it observes and pure RL, as previously
stated, struggles with sparse rewards and exploring undesir-
able states. We use the global state representation proposed
by Huang and Ontanon (HA) [20] to train an agent with the
proposed framework. Our results on the benchmark domain
show improvement both in terms of rewards and learning
time (with regard to the first successful harvest and return of
resources).

We present experimental results on the µRTS domain.
µRTS is an open-source simplified RTS game that imple-
ments the key challenges of RTS games and was designed
specifically as an open sandbox for AI research [18]. It al-
lows researchers to configure the game environment for their
experiments. Figure 1 shows a frame from µRTS. The green
squares are resources that the worker (gray circles) units
gather to return the base (white squares). The numbers on
the units indicates the number of resources that the unit con-
tains. After Workers have gathered enough resources, they
can build barracks (gray squares) that produce light, heavy,
or ranged units. These units share a relationship similar to
rock, paper, scissors where light units work best against
ranged, ranged work best against heavy, and heavy work best



Figure 1: Blue outline on units indicates player 2 and red
outline indicates player 1. Squares indicates stationary units
and circles indicate movable units. Green squares are re-
sources, white squares are bases, gray squares are barracks,
small gray circles are worker units, yellow circles are light
military units, blue circles are ranged military units, and or-
ange circles are heavy military units.

against light [21]. Our experiments show that our approach
does significantly better on the small, 4x4 map and slightly
better or the same on the larger, 6x6 and 8x8 maps.

Background
Real-time Strategy Games: In real-time strategy games,
players control armies composed of a variety of units, usu-
ally in an partially observable environment. Partially observ-
able in the sense that the player does not have the ability
to continuously monitor opponents actions to predict their
strategy. Some RTS games also limit how much of the map
the player can see(Fog of War). These factors (real-time,
multi-agent, and partially observable) combined make RTS
games challenging for humans and learning agents [6, 20].
The real-time factor forces the player to be quick when mak-
ing decisions because players can make actions simulta-
neously and actions have different durations. Not only do
players have a short amount of time to make decisions,
but they also have a large action and state space to con-
sider when making those decisions. Player build their armies
based upon some plan or strategy causing their action space
to grow, or branch, exponentially. For example, 10 units with
5 possibles actions results in a branching factor of ≈10 mil-
lion [14]. Finally, since RTS games are usually partially ob-
servable, this means players have to work under uncertainty.

RL in RTS: Reinforcement learning is a good fit to model
several competencies within RTS games such as spatial

reasoning [10]. In Sharma et al.[3], they combine rein-
forcement learning with case-based reasoning (CBR) in the
MADRTS game domain. They present a multilayered archi-
tecture that focuses on different competencies of the agent,
and residing in the middle of this architecture is a case-based
reinforcement learner that learns to make tactical decisions
over the game’s action space. Their experiments showed
that their learning agent not only succeeded on individual
tasks, but also had significant performance gains when us-
ing knowledge transferred from previous tasks. This work
shows the effectiveness of using competency specific expert
agents and reinforcement learning to perform well in real-
time strategy games. One challenge in this work is the time
to train the agent on individual competencies independently
and then tuning the case-based module to determine the pol-
icy of prioritizing recommendations from each module to
make the final decision. As shown by Weber et al [5], this
agent architecture leads to agents that struggle with main-
tenance of a coherent plan due to constant queries and re-
sponses to the case base.

Similar to Sharma et al. [3], Lee et al. [4] use case-based
reasoning (CBR) with reinforcement learning, but they use it
in the RTS game WARGUS. This system uses CBR to fulfill
all the requirements necessary for reinforcement learning to
operate in RTS games. Those requirements being: (1) a state
space that can be represented as an Markov Decision Pro-
cesses, future states depend on the actions made in previous
states; (2) an abstracted state space that is reduced and guar-
antees real-time performance, and (3) an online state space
that allows the agent to use information about the game state.
The state space and cases are built by learning player behav-
iors then using this knowledge to simplify the state space and
make decisions. Their experiments show that their method
outperforms the dynamic, adapting human-like scripts for
the WARGUS. This is another example of how useful trans-
fer learning through observing other or previous agents is
when using reinforcement learning in RTS games.

The work that is most relevant to this paper is by HA [20].
They use deep reinforcement learning in µRTS to learn the
best state representation for training an RL agent for the re-
source gathering competency. They compare two types of
representations: global and local. Global representation is
focused on training the agent to select both the unit and its
action. The global representation restricts the agent to one
action at a time. The local representation focused on indi-
vidual units in the game that are controlled by the agent.
Each unit learns what action perform for itself. They demon-
strate their algorithm on three maps (4x4, 6x6, and 8x8),
and report that local representation performs better global
representation. They also report a significant impact of map
size on agent performance. They believe this is due to the
navigation challenges added by the larger map. Their agent
struggles on larger maps and control of larger number of
units due to sparsity in rewards for the RL algorithm. This
indicates that more efficient representations are needed to
improve the agent’s performance on the resource gathering
task. We show how a two step algorithm which performs im-
itation learning to learn base policies from human gameplay
observations followed by a self-play advantage actor-critic



algorithm (A2C) for fine-tuning the base policies improves
performance of the RL agent on this resources gathering
benchmark.

Imitation Learning from Observation: Imitation learn-
ing is the process of an agent learning how to perform a task
by observing an expert first then trying to imitate the ex-
pert. One of the earliest studies using imitation learning is
Abbeel and Ng’s [2]’s work on an apprenticeship, another
name for imitation learning, agent for learning the reward
functions for Gridworld and a driving simulator. In this study
they characterize how long it takes for an apprentice agent
to converge and perform similar to the expert agents that it
observes. For the Gridworld experiments, finding a small set
of cells with positive rewards and varying the number of ex-
perts sampled, they found that both versions of their appren-
tice agent in the first experiment converged similar to the
observed expert agents. In the second Gridworld experiment
they compare the two previous apprentice agents to three
other agents (two parameterized agents and one ”mimic the
expert” agent) and find that their agents outperformed the
other three agents. For the second, car driving simulation
experiment, Abbeel and Ng [2] used imitation learning to
try teach their agent different driving styles. After letting
the agent observe a number of ”expert” driving styles for
approximately 2 minutes, the agent attempts to learn a pol-
icy that best approximates each driving style. Their results
show that the agent is able to successfully mimic each driv-
ing style.

Torabi et al. [19] propose a BC from observations frame-
work. In this framework their agent uses an inverse dynamic
model to learn how actions effect the environment and be-
havior cloning. The agent first interacts with the environ-
ment to gather prior experience/base understanding of the
environment then uses expert state-demonstrations only (no
expert actions are provided) to improve its model. They ran
experiments in the OpenAI gym and compared their frame-
work against three other imitation learning algorithms: BC,
Feature Expectation Matching (FEM), and Generative Ad-
versarial Imitation Learning. Their approach is the only one
that does not use the demonstrator’s actions while training,
and they found that their framework works as well or bet-
ter than the methods that require access to the demonstra-
tor’s actions. We based on BC approach on this approach,
except we included the action because our goal is a specific
task. When we scale this research to a full game, we plan
to remove access to the demonstrator’s actions or use self-
supervised imitation learning to ensure our agent is more
generalized.

Imitation learning has also be done through observations
from video, like Aytar et al.’s [15] study. In this study,
their agents learn how to play three games, Montezuma’s
Revenge, Pitfall! and Private Eye, with sparse rewards by
observing YouTube videos of humans playing those games.
They found that pure RL agents are not able to collect the
sparse rewards in Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall! and are
only able to gather the first two rewards in Private Eye. A
key takeaway from this work is that their approach uses a
combination of rewards from multiple modalities (video and

Global Representation
Features Possible Values

Hit Points 0,1,2,3,4,5, ≥6
Resources 0,1,2,3,4,5, ≥6

Owner Player 1,-,Player 2
Unit Type -,resource,base,barracks,worker,light,heavy

Action -,move,harvest,return,produce,attack

Table 1: Features used for the global representation.

Figure 2: Harvest opportunity. The Worker unit has 1 re-
source and is near the base, so the agent wants to select this
unit and tell it to return the resource to the base.

audio) in order to address the limitation of sparse rewards.

Approach
We present a framework that trains an agent on the resource
gathering benchmark in µRTS domain. This algorithm oper-
ates in two phases. In the first phase, the agent learns a base
policy based on gameplay observations from a hard-coded
agent. In the second phase, the agent refines the base policy
through the advantage actor-critic algorithm with self-play
simulations. We treat the game map as a grid and each fea-
ture map conforms to this grid. Each cell of the feature map
represents some information about the current game state,
such as: resources held, team, etc. The full table of features
and associated values are located in Table 1 above. Imitation
Learning is used to create a baseline policy to be used later
for reinforcement learning. The first half of training on ob-
servation of gameplay of expert agents. These expert agents
could be human agents such as the ones used by Weber et
al. [6] or hand-programmed planning agents with different
heuristic functions for demonstrating a variety of behaviors.
This informs the agent of possible actions to take in given
game states and basic policies of resource gathering.

Global Representation: The environment is represented
as an observation matrix with a size of: width (w) x height
(h) x number of features (nf). There are 5 feature maps in
total that keep track of hit points, resources held, team, ac-
tion, and parameter. Each feature map has the same size as
the game map resulting in the observation matrix size. To
complete the input tensor, each cell of the feature maps con-
tains a vector with the size of the largest feature (nc). In this
paper, the largest feature has 7 values, so we use this for
each cell. The final hot-encoded tensor/vector has a size of:



nf ∗w ∗h∗nc. This is the same representation that HA uses
in their experiments.

This representation is used to select the unit to control
and the action for the selected unit to perform. Similar to
HA [20], we only focus on harvesting resources, so the only
actions we focus on are Wait (No Operation), Move, Har-
vest, and Return. Some of the actions require a parameter,
such as direction. For example, if the unit, in the first row, in
figure 2 wants to harvest resources then the model needs to
output Harvest and left as the action and parameter values.
The agent also has predicts the location of the unit it wants
to control.

As a result, the action vector is: [axt , a
y
t , a

action
t , aparamt ].

Where, axt is the predicted unit x-coordinate, ayt is the pre-
dicted unit y-coordinate, aactiont is the selected action in
frame t, and aparamt is the parameter of the selected action.
The agent learns which moves are valid and invalid for the
selected unit. Also, the agent is only able to make one com-
mand per turn. To summarize, the global representation en-
codes the entire game state, and the RL agent uses this infor-
mation to select what unit to control, what action to perform,
and the direction to perform the action.

Advantage Actor Critic: The advantage actor-critic
(A2C) algorithm is a reinforcement learning algorithm for
learning generalized policies. We chose this framework be-
cause it enables the use of distributed RL by utilizing more
than one actor and a critic, and we could focus on adapting to
local contexts such as risk management [16]. However, for
this paper we only focus on resource harvesting to under-
stand the effects of directing the exploration policy of our
RL agent using imitation learning. We base our implemen-
tation on Mnih et al.’s [13] A3C algorithm to implement our
A2C algorithm similar to HA [20]. The A2C algorithm has
two components: the actor and the critic. The actor main-
tains the policy and handles the decision making, while the
critic criticizes (calculates the loss to update the actor’s pol-
icy) the actor’s decisions and estimates the value function
of the environment, and they work together to maximize the
expected reward [1]. After every episode, tmax or a terminal
state is reached, the policy and value function are updated.
The policy is updated via:∇θ′ logπ(at|st; θ′)A(st, at; θ, θv)
where A(st, at; θ, θv) is the estimated advantage function
calculated by Σk−1i=0 γ

irt+1 + γkV (st+k; θv) − V (st; θv),
where k represents the number of states visited during the
episode; has a max of tmax.

Behavior Cloning: Behavior cloning (BC) trains an agent
using data collected from expert playthroughs (human or
other agents). BC with inference means while training the
agent tries to infer the expert agent’s selected action given a
sampled state and its resulting state (outcome of the expert’s
action). Our hypothesis with BC was if we let our agent ob-
serve how expert agents harvest resources, it would give a
baseline policy to use when focusing on harvesting resources
or any other task that we provide samples for. Using BC,
we provide demonstrations for our agent to direct its explo-
ration towards important areas of the action space and form a
baseline policy. Directing its exploration also actively helps
to minimize the chance of the agent exploring undesirable

states [12]. The resulting policy gives the agent a baseline,
and if trained long enough would eventually perform exactly
like the experts unlike using a random exploration algorithm
like most RL algorithms [12, 2].

As mentioned earlier, reinforcement learning struggles in
environments with sparse rewards, and learning how to har-
vest from scratch means the agent will experience sparse re-
wards as it learns how to harvest by itself. This exploration
for resources also gets combined with learning navigation
on the grid with respect to the relative locations of the base
and resources. Starting with a learned player model the agent
learns the basic movements and navigation primitives. There
are some limitations of using the learned player models. If
the observed agents are not sufficiently varied in terms of
their diversity of play then the agent could learn biases of
the observed agents. Beyond the µRTS domain, the learning
agent would also be sensitive to the variety and size of maps
in which the observed agents are performing. Also, we are
only concerned with navigation and harvesting tasks in this
work but as the player model takes into account all available
actions that include additional units like production, attack,
and defense(Wait, Move, Return, Harvest, Produce, and At-
tack) it becomes more challenging for the agent to learn co-
herent policies due to interleaved actions. This challenge has
previously been documented and addressed to some extent
in the StarCraft community [9, 11].

Training
Training through Behavior Cloning: As previously
stated, the first half of BeClone’s training involves BC us-
ing the hard coded agents supplied by Ontañón et al. with
the µRTS source code. We used the WorkerRush and Work-
erDefense agents to learn a model. The reason we chose
these agents is they have at least one worker unit dedi-
cated to harvesting resources as quickly as possible. There-
fore, our agent only needs to observe the game state then
attempt to infer the action of the worker harvesting re-
sources. While training with BC, our A2C model is treated
as an ordinary feed forward neural network. The hardcoded
agent’s actions are used as labels to produce the network
error, then those values are backpropagated to update the
weights (treated as the policy) of the networks. The agents
(WorkerRush and WorkerDefense) are trained against the
Idle agent in the µRTS tournament environment for 100 iter-
ations (2000 timesteps or terminal game state), so BeClone
can focus solely on harvesting resources without having to
worry about being attacked.

Training through Reinforcement Learning: After learn-
ing a baseline policy through BC, we utilize A2C to com-
plete the rest of the training. We transferred the weights from
the model in the previous section to initialize the full net-
work then we followed the implementation of HA for updat-
ing the network. After initialization, the observation tensor
is fed into the network policy network and value network
(see Figure 3 for network architecture). The value network
takes the observation tensor and outputs an estimated val-
uation for the current state. When the observation tensor is
fed into the policy network, the data is split into 4 logits



Parameter Names Values
Maps 4x4, 6x6, 8x8
Learning Rate of Adam Optimizer 0.0007
Random Seed 1,2,3
Episode Length 2,000 time steps
Total Time Steps 2M time steps
γ (Discount Factor) 0.99
β (Value Funcction Normalization) 0.25
η (Entropy Regularization Coefficient) 0.1
ω (Gradient Norm Threshold) 0.5

Table 2: Hyperparameters used for training.

vectors. Each vector is then converted into a probability dis-
tribution for sampling values to produce the action vector a
= [axt , a

y
t , a

action
t , aparamt ].

To calculate the loss over the episode, we use the formula:

logπθ(at|st) =logπθ(a
x
t |st)

+ logπθ(a
y
t |st)

+ logπθ(a
action
t |st)

+ logπθ(a
param
t |st)

(1)

st is the state at time step t and at is the action probability.
To compute entropy we use the formula:

entropy =
∑
a

πθ(a|st)logπθ(a|st) (2)

this is the sum of the entropy values
ax, ay, aaction, aparam.
To calculate the error, or gradient, of the network:

(Gt − vθ′ (st))∇θlogπθ(at|st)︸ ︷︷ ︸
policy gradient

+

β((Gt − vθ′ (st))∇θ′ vθ′ (st)︸ ︷︷ ︸
value estimation gradient

+

η
∑
a

πθ(a|st)logπθ(a|st)︸ ︷︷ ︸
entropy regularization

(3)

Here θ
′

and θ are the weights for the value network and
the policy network, β and η are hyperparameters for con-
trolling the value estimation and entropy regularization gra-
dients, and Gt is the discounted rewards. We used the same
parameters as Huang and Ontañón, and you can find the full
list of parameters in Table 2.

Experiment
In this section we will compare our approach to HA’s ap-
proach, on the same maps.

Setup: We used similar maps to HA. We made the 4x4,
6x6, and 8x8 maps shown in Figure 4. They consist of two
worker units, two bases (player’s base and the enemy base),
and one resource unit containing 230 resources. The rea-
son behind the resource block containing 200+ resources is
because, ideally, over the 2000 time step episode the two
worker agents could harvest at most 200 resources on the
4x4 map. Each action takes 10 time steps to complete, so
to harvest and return one resource each worker would need
to harvest a resource (10 steps) and return the resource (10
steps) for a total of 20 time steps. Over the whole episode
(2000 time steps) that would more the two agents would be
able to harvest 200 resources: 2*2000/20 = 200.

Comparison: BeClone, when compared to HA, almost
doubled the average reward on the 4x4 map, had a slight in-
crease in average reward on the 6x6 map, and no change on
the 8x8 map. Another notable outcome is not only did Be-
Clone increase performance, it significantly decreased the
harvest and return times. For the 4x4 map, there was a sig-
nificant increase in average reward but also a significant in-
crease in the average time taken for harvesting and returning
resources. This may be an acceptable trade-off because even
though it takes longer on average, it also performs almost
twice as well as HA’s harvesting agent. However, for the
larger maps (6x6 and 8x8), our approach significantly de-
creased time taken to harvest and return resource (when the
agent was successfully able to return the resource). There
was no significant increase in the average reward for these
maps though.

This improvement was a result of imitation learning. Im-
itation learning improved HA’s global representation agent
because BeClone observed an ”expert” and learned what to
do in certain game states where as the base agent had to learn
what to do through trial and error. Also, if given enough
time to train, BeClone would eventually learn the hardcoded
agents’ behaviors. This gave BeClone a great baseline pol-
icy to operate with. Then using A2C enabled the agent to
try to maximize its performance. However, during the rein-
forcement learning phase of training and testing, we noticed
that the agent would often move the worker units to the base
or try to return resources prior to harvesting a resource. This
is why we believe that BeClone performed roughly the same
as HA’s global agent on the larger maps. We believe if we
influence the reward structure such that harvesting a reward
weighs more than returning the reward or adding negative
rewards when the agent attempts to return a resource without
a resource first that this could potentially improve BeClone’s
performance on the larger, 6x6 and 8x8, maps.

Conclusions and Future Work
Our results show that BeClone made a significant improve-
ment on the smaller map and similar on the larger maps to
previously best performing agents on the benchmark [20].
These reults indicate that BC is promising to consider as
an effective addition to the A2C model. Without shaping
the reward structure or invalid action masking, we believe
that the BC model on the larger maps learned the path to
and from the base and showed improved performance on



Figure 3: Network architecture.

Map tfirst harvest tfirst return r
HA 4x4 99.0 167.33 13.13

BeClone 4x4 233.33 470.67 25.98
HA 6x6 533.33 1931.20 .07

BeClone 6x6 155.71 834.00 .1
HA 8x8 1464.53 - 0.00

BeClone 8x8 656.00 - 0.00

Table 3: Comparison of HA’s global approach versus our
global approach.

Figure 4: Maps used in experiment

resource gathering task. It did struggle on the larger map
in successfully returning the resources to the base, similar
to prior work. Often we noticed that BeClone would move
one or both worker units to the base and would not move
them too far away from the base. Initially one of the issues
with the agents in the original formulation of the task was
that the rewards were not set up in a way that harvesting
and navigation tasks had to be combined to encourage ef-
ficient navigation with respect to timely harvesting and de-
livery of resources back to the base. In the original setup,
the agent has no punishment for returning back to the base
without a resource leading to this inefficiency in the learned
agent. In the imitation learning phase, the reward to correct
movement and delivery are connected to the replication of
example movements of observed bots that are more efficient
in combining movement with timely and correct delivery of
resources. This is an important insight for future work.

In summary, we have introduced a framework that com-
bines BC with actor-critic reinforcement learning to improve
performance over current benchmarks of resource gather-
ing tasks in RTS game environments. Immediate next steps
for this work are in scaling up learning in terms of domain
and task complexity. Instead of directly cloning behavior,

using cloned behavior tasks as a partial plan and inferring
actions that are appropriate for the current context is a di-
rection worth exploring. On the BC part, there are several
interesting avenues to pursue on the formal characteristics
of quantity and diversity of examples, learning from a vari-
ety of human traces, difference between observations from
experts vs. novice players, and learning from state observa-
tion.
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